Good afternoon
Cab be used immediately
Before you leave today … learn something to take away
Positive effect, life, career, lives of those around you
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The heart of personal management and success
Communication
Lifetime earning potential

I like to start most of my sessions with this quote. It was inspired by an Ernest
Hemingway novel where the protagonist was asked how did you go bankrupt –
and he answered gradually then suddenly. I like it because it reminds me why we
come to these events – to talk with each other and to learn. Each and everyone
of us in this room is an expert at something worthy of sharing with other in our
industry. I encourage you to ask questions, share stories and lessons learned
with your colleagues during the Q&A at the end of this presentation and all
weekend. Even negative experiences can be positive if we learn from them.
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Lets look at this graphically
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Fail to plan – plan to fail
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Demand for ever more productivity is relentless
50% more productivity demanded than just 20 years ago
40 hours 20 years ago requires 60 hours to maintain the same or similar lifestyle
There is only one of you and only 24 hours in a day

For businesses to maintain productivity today is a struggle. The BLS indicates
that a person working in the business sector must produce 50% more per
hour now than we did just 20 years ago in 1987 and 20 % more than we did
just 7 years ago in 2000 just to break even. For example, if you were working
60 hours per week to produce enough work to support your lifestyle in 1987
you would now have to be working 90 hours per week to maintain that same
lifestyle if you still did everything the same way. How can we do that? There
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is only one of you and only 24 hours in a day. We must be able to take
advantage of technology to assist us in keeping track of the things we need to
do in order to meet our personal goals and objectives and meet our obligations
and responsibilities to our clients and the public.
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Story – Monday Morning – worked all weekend – sleep deprived
4 projects due for 4 clients, Inbox full
Clients do not care about other projects – hired you to produce excellence
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Call from major client on site
Building official will not let them move equipment into your building
Reluctantly get up drive 3 hours to site to sort things out
Meantime – all other obligations go on hold

Let’s take it a little further. It’s still Monday morning. The week is just getting
started. You’re one hour into writing a specification for a 1000 ton hybrid chiller
plant you’ve estimated will take 2 days to complete that has to be delivered to
the client by 5 PM tomorrow. Then, the phone rings. It’s your best client who’s
been providing you with high profile repeat business for 10 years. You decide to
take the call. He’s mad. He tells you that he’s on site at his new 20 million dollar
data processing center ready to take occupancy and install the 8 million dollars
worth of computer systems that have to be up and running in 7 days or he will
begin to lose $100,000.00 a day in online sales. The local building official is on
site. He’s refusing to issue a certificate of partial occupancy and allow your client
to move the computer equipment into the building. Time is not on your side. The
building official is saying that none of the nonstructural Components in the
building are seismically restrained, and none of the fire alarm devices meet the
accessibility requirements. The client is demanding you make the one hour trip
to the Project site and do what ever it takes to get this situation under control.
You would grab the Project file, if you could find it. Reluctantly you turnoff the
computer, tell your secretary you’re headed to the project from hell muttering
under your breath that you just can’t do this anymore. How many of you ever feel
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like this?
Why are we here? Why are things not like they used to be? What has changed?
Technology sure has made life a lot more complex or has it? Communication is
actually the worst it has ever been in the construction industry. Things seemed to
be a lot simpler before email, voice mail, faxes, PDA’s, instant messaging, web
cams, internet conferences, and the like.
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Just a little technology
Bring order to all of this madness
Bring story back to calm
What if we could use technology to bring order to all of this madness? A couple
of traffic lights and a small time clock could bring a lot of sense to the madness
pictured here. Back to our story. Now, picture this: It’s 10 AM and [Name 2] is
sitting at your desk on Monday morning. It’s been a great weekend (you didn’t
come into the office). Spent the whole weekend with the wife and children and
never once thought about work. You’re feeling pretty good. Friday afternoon
before you left the office at noon you had reviewed everything you need to do
this week to meet your obligations and keep all of your clients happy for the
coming week. You’ve organized and prioritized your work and filled four hours of
every day with planned uninterrupted work time on your calendar with meaningful
work that will move you closer to your personal and professional goals and
objectives. You’ve checked every email in your mailbox and either answered it, ,
deleted it, filed it in a reference system so that its impossible to lose track of and
finally, checked your voice mail and scheduled time to return all calls.
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Let’s look at the fundamentals – the foundation
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Potential to increase your lifetime learning capacity by factor of 3
Effective communication skills
Interpersonal communication skills
How you handle conflict
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Everything else is a subset of Communication
Communication is the single most important element to realizing the success of
any undertaking.
Do you know what the number one cited reason for almost 100% of the civil law
suits, disputes, arguments and disagreements is? A failure to communicate. In
my industry we have 4 words we use to help us remember how to be better
communicators. We call them the 4 C’s. All communications should be clear,
concise, correct and complete.
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If you change your mind – tell someone. If you do something that affects others
or that requires someone else to do something in order for the task to be
complete – tell them. I can’t tell you how many times a day I encounter
situations where a team members has made a decisions on a project or task,
changed the way everyone agreed to do things just the day before, and never say
a word.
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If it is important – document it.
Transparent
Put it in writing and ask for confirmation that your recollection of
the conversation and decisions made agrees with all of the other
stakeholders and parties to the conversation and those affected
by it.
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Just because you hit the send button does not mean its going to get done. Do not
set yourself up for failure or in other words to not execute an agreement where you
agree to be executed. Followup – if you give someone a deadline – then ask them
three days, a week – whatever is appropriate amount of time – the status. Then ask
again. Do not wait to the day after something was due to ask where is it – your
career may depend on it. Your clients project may depend on it. Lives may depend
on it.
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What’s the first thing you look at in the morning at office?
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Keep everything at the Front Door with an Integrated Personal Management
System. One day [Name 1] calls [Name 2] and says – I don’t know how you do
it. I’m drowning over hear and your just basking in the sun on the beach. Well
grasshopper says [Name2] why don’t you come on over to the office for about an
hour and I’ll explain to you the art of stress free productivity. I’ll show you how
just a little disciplined organization and a little disciplined thought and a healthy
dose of disciplined action will have your practice back on the course you want it
to be on in no time. I call it my integrated personal management system and it’s
real easy to set up. You’d do that for me, a competitor. Why sure, we’re both in
ASHRAE together aren’t we? Beside, if I can help you turn this around, give you
back an hour or more each day to do the things you want to do and still meet all
of your obligations, then maybe you and your client will make an honor roll
investment to my ASHRAE research campaign this year. It works out to only 27
cents per day. Anyway, my next deadline is not until Wednesday afternoon and
I’ve got plenty of unscheduled time on my calendar set aside just to deal with
such emergencies.
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Foundation – change our thinking
Change the thinking of those around us
To begin to set up our system we must first change some of our own thinking and
the thinking of those around us, we must find out exactly where we are with
everything we have to do or with what is expected of us and we must empty
our minds of all the unnecessary noise that is getting in the way of effective
productivity and good decision making.
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First let’s reset some expectations. How many of you have heard this “come on
man, you’re holding me up!” (especially the subcontractors in the room) What a
distraction to effective productivity. As a subcontractor that one statement
became an off button to me. My first thought was “Ok, what did this moron forget
to plan now, and why is he trying to blame it on me?” It was counter productive
and self defeating for both of us. I immediately did not hear another thing the
person on the other end of that phone line had to say. Shock and awe does not
work! So the first thing we have to do is change the culture in our offices and with
the people we work with. We do that by resetting expectations.
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I’m not saying to turn your entire work day into one big “time out.” But
commiserating with coworkers for a half an hour in the morning and again in the
afternoon about how someone else in the office isn’t doing their job is like putting
yourself in the penalty box for an hour and zapping your energy and motivation. I
am a believer in high quality mass collaboration. The days of the lonely genius
tinkering in his laboratory coming up with the next big discovery that will change
the world is almost over. Our personal creativity and success depends on
collaboration and integration of many other people’s ideas and work to design,
construct and operate high performance buildings. So, limit needless drive by
interruptions. How? Well one effective method is to just stand up when the
offender enters the office. People typically will say what they have to say and
move on if they aren’t allowed to take a seat and get too comfortable. If you’re
close to the receptionist ask her to buzz in and announce that you have an
important phone call or ask her to stick her head in your office and ask to speak
to you. For the really difficult offenders’ just say, “you know, all this
commiserating is zapping my energy and getting me down, would you mind if we
didn’t do this anymore?” If that does not work, just fire them.
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Turn off that darn automatic notification. We’ll talk about organizing and
prioritizing email a little later, but for now, suffice it to say that every email does
not demand an immediate reply or even a reply within three days for that matter.
The example given in Sally’s book is of FedEx and their guaranty to deliver your
package within 12 hours. It’s not because they can’t do it faster; it’s because
that is what they know they can deliver consistently day in and day out. If you are
using email for emergency communication you are using the wrong tool for the
job.
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Let’s talk about and focus on communication in general – remember it is the
single most important skill or tool to master
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To begin to get a handle on the process
Analyze your current situation
Regain control
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[insert photo of phone with DND button] You do not have to take every phone
call or even return every voice message immediately. Here is one little pet peeve
of mine. I have caller ID on my office phone. When I see a vendor is calling me
on his cell I know these are probably the first words that will come out of his or
her mouth. “Hey Dennis, I’m in town and wondered if I might drop by this
morning to see you and update your library.” No!  First, unless a tornado from
Kansas just dropped you into the Land of Oz, Dorothy, you probably new you
were coming last week. Second, this tends to send the message to me that
someone else you planned to see just cancelled an appointment with you, you
had no intention of coming to see me in the first place and now you are just
using me to kill some time. Call me earlier next time you think you are coming to
town.
Now that we’ve reset some expectations let’s move on to the next step in creating
our IPMS, finding out where we are at.
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Dig deep here and find all those little nooks and crannies in your life where you
hide little piles of things to do or jot down todo and wish lists or where you
currently store your information. Not only must you know where you are going,
but you must also know where you are at before you can effectively determine
how much effort it will take to get to your destination. If you have dug yourself
into a hole – stop digging. For example, if you are going to Long Beach, CA you
have got to know whether you are leaving from Phoenix or Charleston before you
can tell someone how far you must travel. To be more relevant, to tell someone
how long you think it will take you to design an HVAC system for a project it
would be a good idea to know where the project is located, what type of
construction, what occupancy, function, how many square feet, budget, etc.
before making a guess.
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[insert some pictures from around the office] Computer, phone, in basket, desk,
floor, file drawers and cabinets, shelves, boss, assistant… Is your computer
organized? What is your reference system? What’s on your desk and can you
find exactly what you need exactly when you need it?
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[insert some pictures from around the house] Table by the front door, Kitchen
counter/ table, dresser in bedroom, desk, Computer, car, refrigerator, wife,
kids, neighbors…
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[insert a trash can and a trash truck] (remember garbage in garage out) Are you
a receptacle? [use someone’s name as an example and ask them the question]
No! You are not a collecting point! Let me say that again: You are not a
collection point! Now everybody: I am not a collection point! Let’s kick that habit
right now and here’s how. Here is how we can do that.
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I can see for miles and miles. I want you to do this exercise called “clearing the
mind” the first chance you get when you get back to your room this evening in
front of your laptop or when you sit down at your computer Monday morning.
Don’t start now though. My point is I want you at your computer and I want you
to have Management Tool running. From here on out I’m going to introduce
several features of Management Tool to help you create your own personalized
IPMS.
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Get comfortable and set aside an hour or two just to think about everything you
need to do or that you think you have to do. I want you to take this seriously.
You can’t imagine how much better you will feel, how the stress will just melt away
and your ability to focus and give attention to the really important things in your
life will improve once you stop trying to keep and track everything in your head.
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Now that you are relaxed and focused on “thinking” about all the things you have
to do, just begin rattling them off in a stream of consciousness, one thing after
another until you’ve exhausted every possibility of the things you have to do. If
you’re having a hard getting started use some list you already have sitting around
or the list of collection points you identified earlier. Here are some places to
start: At the office: project lists, client lists, contact lists, think of the people in
the office and ask what promises you may have made to them, do the same with
clients and others; At home: Start by mentally going through every room in the
house: den, living room, bedroom, bath, attic, car, garage, etc.; next just think
about family, friends and neighbors and whether you’ve made some promises
you need to keep, etc. Go back as far as you can and get everything out of your
head and documented.
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Record your list in Management Tool’s task list under the Categories “None”
category. Show them how.
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Use an Outcome based decision making process.

Use the SMART model.
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Use this category to do detailed planning and tracking of every project that has
more than one subtask. For example: What a Chapter RP Chair must do
throughout the year to conduct an RP campaign. {Screen Shot]
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Use this category and never forget anything you need to discuss with someone
else. {Screen Shot]
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This is the category for tracking everything you’ve delegated to someone else to
take care of or that has to be done by someone else before you can move your
portion of the project forward.
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These are the things you would like to do and do not want to forget, but are not
necessary for you to do to insure your immediate success. There are many
other categories that may help you create your own IPMS. I’ve put a list of
some of the other categories I find helpful on the cheat sheet with an
explanation of how I use them for you to consider.
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This is the way our “Control Panel” is beginning to shape up.
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[Screen Shot of folders and favorites] File it or forget it.
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For example, alphabetical, numerical, project numbers, project names, clients,
references, vendors, etc.
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Use an Outcome based decision making process.

Use the SMART model.
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Now that we’ve created our categories and setup our reference system it’s time to
process and organize all the things we’ve determined we need to do. Use a
common workflow model to process and organize everything you have to do. Ask
yourself whether the item is something you plan to take any action on at any
time now or in the future. A big part of effective productivity is making informed
decisions quickly. There are only four possible choices: delete it, defer it,
delegate it or do it. Paul Tuggle actually identified a fifth choice in Greenville at
the planning meeting dinner – forget it. That excuse probably will not work for
most of us.
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Track these items in your “Waiting For” category. [could have a photo of a
football player doing a handoff] Be sure to tell the other person that you expect
them to do this task. Then follow up. So often we ask someone to do
something the never ask them how things are coming or if they have any
questions. I end almost every email or letter with please let me know if you have
any questions or need additional information so that we can complete whatever
on schedule. “So that” motivation is very effective. Please complete this by
next Wednesday so that I can invoice the client for the services to be able to
afford to continue to pay you for working here. OK?
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Record this task to categories “none” or one of your planning and action
categories until you can schedule a time to complete the task.
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Use the 2 minute rule. If you can complete the task or answer the question or
provide the requested information in two minutes or less, just do it and move on.
You will be absolutely amazed how much can be accomplished in 2 minutes.
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How to prioritize and plan once all the other things are done.
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. [see if I can find the “changing tires can be dangerous” video clips]
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We’ve laid our foundation, built the IPMS, now you have to maintain it. We have
all seen this one in action. It doesn’t take a new building long to start falling
apart without a little routine maintenance. Same goes for our car, our health
and well being. Perform a weekly review.
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Use a consistent reference system and use Management Tool for your main
collection point.
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Perform your weekly review and prioritize what you have to do.
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Just do it.

Stop procrastinating!
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Potential to increase your lifetime learning capacity by factor of 3
Effective communication skills
Interpersonal communication skills
How you handle conflict
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Just do it.

Stop procrastinating!
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5/12/2014

Use your time here on earth wisely.
What ever you are doing at any given moment
You’ve decided that is the most important thing
You should be spending your time – consuming life  on
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Book, proposition, youngest member, presentation, 18 minutes, program chair
promise
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